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THECO 'VISION
F •. STATE GO RN

TheCommissi9n on Reform and Efficiency envisions a Minnes()~a state government that
is mission driven, oriented toward quality outcomes, efficient, responsive to clients, and
respectful ofall stakeholders. These goals are defined below.

Mission driven
State government wlll have cleady definedp\lrpOSes and internal organizational structures
that support the achievement of those aims.

Oriented toward quality (mtcomes
State>government will provide qualityservicc,~. It will focus its human, technical, and
financial.resO\lrceson producing measllrable results. Success will be measured hy actual
outcomeS rather than procc,<;sesperformed .01' dollars spent.

Efficient
State .gqvernment will be cost-conscioIIS. It will be organized so that outcomes are
achieved with the least amount of input. Structures witl he flexible and responsive to
changestn the social, economic, and technological environments. TheI'e will be minimal
duplication of services andadequ<tte communication between units. Competition will be
fostered. Appropriatodelivery mechanisms will be used .

.Res})onsive to clients
State government services will be designed with the customer in mind. Services will be
accessible, located conveniently, and provided in a timely manner, and customers will
clearly lmderstand legal requirements. Bmpl()yees will be rewal'ded foI' being responsive
and respectful. Bureaucratic approvals and forms wlll be minimized.

Respectful of stakeholders
State government will be sensitive to the needs oraB stahlholders in providing services.
It will recognize the importance of respecting and cultivating employees. It will foster
cooperative relationships with local units of government, and nonprofit and business
sectors. It wiU provide servl.ces in the spititofassisting individual clients and serving the
broader public hltel'est.

- Feb. 27, 1992
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EXECUTIVE SUMl\1ARY

A healthy natwal environment is one of
Minnesota's greatest resources. The
state's system for managing this environ

ment, however, is suffering from several ills that
seriously reduce its effectiveness and efficiency.

In its study of the state's environmental services
delivery system, the Commission on Reform and
Efficiency (CORE) has found that the system is
fragmented and overly prescriptive,·the processes
are unresponsive to citizen needs, and current
conflict resolution processes are time-consuming
and costly.

CORE is recommending a package of reforms to
address this structuIa1 and procedural complexi
ty. Its goal is to construct a system that brings
the expertise and perspectives of the different
state and local agencies into an integrated system
that should work better for the citizens of Min
nesota and should safeguard the quality of
Minnesota's environment and natwal resources.

CORE's six major recommendations are:

1. Consolidate most state environmentalfunc
tions into two agencies, the Department of
Resource Management and the Department
ofEnvironmental Protection.

2. Establish a secretary of the environment
who would report to the governor and
oversee the two departments' progrcons,
budgets, and administration ofenvironmen-
tal policy. .

3. Deliver state environmental services on the
basis of ecoregions, which recognize the
different ecological needs of the state's
natural regions. •

4. Create citizen input meclumisms, including
major advisory bodies, that would provide
citizens with the opportw7ity to offer their
viewpoints to top administrators at the state
and regional levels.

5. Streamline the procedures and processes
used to implement state environmentalpoli
des.

6. Establish a process for simplifYing inter
governmental relations in the delivery of
environmental services.

These recommendations are a prescription for
developing a healthy. environmental services
delivery system that can energetically and effi
ciently serve the citizens of Minnesota and
protect the state's invaluable natwal resources.



T
he purpose of the Environmental Servic
es Project of the Commission on Refonn
and Efficiency was to recommend

changes in the state's environmental services
delivery system that would:

• Create new structures and procedures for
administering the laws and policies that
safeguard the state's environment and natu
ral resources to reduce the fragmentation of
services and responsibilities that sometimes
produces bureaucratic gridlock.

• Offer alternatives to resolving environmen
tal conflicts that fairly balance the public
interest and private rights.

• Develop a system that responds to citizens'
needs for consistency and timely decisions
from the various government entities in
volved in managing the environment.

Project SCOpe

CORE's Program Analysis Working Committee,
a seven-member group that directed the Environ
mental Services Project, defined the following
scope for the commission's inquiry:

From the perspective of the customers
or users of state environmental agency
services, examine how effectively and
efficiently.environmental policies and
programs are administered in the state
of Minnesota.

The tenn customer is defined as any citizen,
government "unit, ot business that interacts with
the environmental services system in Minnesota.
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INTRODUCTION

All Minnesota residents are customers .of the
system. The water we drink, the emissions from
the cars we drive, the fish we catch, the parks
we visit, and the garbage we produce are all
governed by Minnesota's environmental laws,

CORE worked to identify the organizational bar
riers and procedural problems that are impeding
quality service delivery and thoughtful and
timely decision making. The commission's goal
was to strengthen the capacity of government to
promote strong environmental stewardship and to
efficiently use the available public dollars.

CORE sought refonns that benefit taxpayers
who finance the environmental regulatory sys
tem; environmentalists who seek strong technical
assistance and regulatory programs that improve
environmental quality; and businesses and others
that expect "and deserve timely and clear deci
sions.

CORE's recommendations can be categorized as
administrative and management refonns. The
commission affinns the Minnesota Environmen
tal Policy Act and existing laws and policies that
safeguard the state's environment and natural
resources. CORE explored new structures and
procedures for administering state laws and
programs. Also, CORE sought alternatives for
resolving environmental conflicts that would
fairly balance the public interest and private
rights.

The Program Analysis Working Committee,
chaired by Musicland CEO Jack Eugster, includ
ed John Brandl, Arlene Lesewski, Lee Luebbe,
Kati Sassevi11e, Erma Vizenor, and Steve Wat
son. These people were among the 22 citizens
appointed by Gov. Arne Carlson and the Minne-
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sota Legislature to CORE to develop a number
of state government refonn initiatives.

Project work plan
and methods

To identify and address the problems in the
environmental services delivery system, CORE
reviewed the wide range of environmental
studies previously conducted by public and
private organizations and held individual and
group meetings with representatives of state
agencies, local governments, environmental
groups, and businesses, as well as legislators,
private consultants, other experts, and citizens.
CORE staff met with more than 700 people
from around the state, including those who
deliver and use environmental services.

Based on the findings of this research, the
Working Committee adopted preliminary recom
mendationsand sought written public comment
on them. Fifty-four letters were received from
state agencies, state employees, local govern
ments, the agribusiness community, environmen
tal groups, and public health organizations. That
input was considered in making the final recom
mendations.

A report containing a detailed discussion of
CORE's findings and recommendations for
refonning the environmental services delivery
system is available from the Department of
Administration, Management Analysis Division,
203 Administration Building, 50 Sherburne
Ave., St. Paul 55155, telephone (612) 296-7041.
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FINDINGS

F our l11l!ior themes emeIged from 1. Minnesota's environmental services system
CORE's findings on the need to reform can be categorized as a collection of advo-
the environmental services delivery cacy agencies in which each presents one or

system. They are: more differing perspectives, such as that of
the environmentalist, the conservationist,

• The system is fragmented. The state has the public health guardian, and the business
more than 30 agencies and boards with proponent. At times, these separate and
environmental responsibilities. At the .local clashing perspectives can lead to administra-
level, there are 87 counties, 856 municipali- tive gridlock, which means customers of
ties, 1,801 townships, 41 watershed dis- the system cannot get timely decisions.
tricts, 91 soil and water conservation dis-
tricts, and 44 community health services 2. The system relies too heavily on centralized
districts, all of which have some responsi- decision making, which has produced signi-
bility for environmental programs. ficant alienation in nonmetropolitan coun-

ties. Many rural citizens are dissatisfied
• The processes are wzresponsive to citizen with their interactions with the centralized

needs. As the number of agencies with reg- bureaucracy and perplexed as to why state
ulatory authority has multiplied, decision agencies do not assign more authority to
making has slowed, and citizen access to their regional offices.
the system has become more complicated.

3. The system relies on the customer to coor-
• The system is overlyprescriptive. Inflexible, dinate among the agencies, instead of the

detailed rules make it difficult to achieve agencies presenting a coordinated response
compliance with environmental goals in a to the customer.
timely, cost-effective manner.

4. The multilayered and fragmented environ-
• Current conflict resolution processes are mental advocacy system makes it difficult

time-eonszoning and costly. Environmental to manage conflicts among competing inte-
programs, more than most areas of public rests in a timely manner.
policy, have customers who o:tten have
competing and seemingly irreconcilable in- 5. The structure of environmental services
terests. Government officials often must over the past several decades has developed
decide what resolution will balance the through addition, fragmentation, and spe-
competing interests, the private rights with cialization, rather than through combina-
the public interest. Too often, the outcome tion, consolidation, and services integration.
is lengthy court cases or political battles No consistent organizational or administra-
before the legislature. tive pattern exists with regard to the respon-

sibilities of departments, offices, boards,
Specifically, CORE found: commissions, and other agencies.
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6. Several barriers, including composition and
diffuse responsibilities, have prevented the
Environmental Quality Boord (EQB) from
exercising strong leadership as a planning,
coordinating, and oversight body in the
system.

7. The system relies heavily on command-and
control regulatory processes to implement
environmental goals, rather than using a
balanced .mix of diverse approaches to
achieving compliance.

8. The linkage between the fees paid for
environmental programs and the achieve
ment of environmental policy goals is
confused and unclear to fee payers and the
general public.

. 9. Environmental. services programs are car
ried out by a complex and fragmented
collection of federal, state, and local agen
cies. This complexity results in unclear,
overlapping, and redundant lines of authori
ty, responsibility, and accountability; in
creased cost to the customer and taxpayer;
and customer dissatisfaction.



C.ORE's nine findings document the need
. for reform ofMinnesota's environmental

, services delivery system. As the body of
laws expanded in response to emerging environ
mental problems, state and local governments
created a system that has grown in complexity.

CORE is proposing six. recommendations to ad
dress this Structural and procedural complexity.
Overall, CORE seeks to construct a system that
brings the expertise and perspectives of the dif
ferent state and local agencies into an integrated
system that should work better for the citizens of
Minnesota and should safeguard the quality of
the state's environment and natural resources.

Consolidate state
environmental functions

1. Consolidatemoststate environmentalfunc
dons into two agencies, the Department of
Resource Management (DRM) and the
Department of Environmental Protection
(DEP).

CORE is articulating a two-agency vision in
which a new Department of Resource Manage
mentemphasizes use of the natural resources in
the environment, while a new Department of
Environmental Protection stresses protection of
the environment. This consolidation recommen
dation addresses several of the CORE findings
and would take the state in a fundamentally new
direction that is a major departure from the
current advocacy system, in which each agency
presents one or more differing perspectives.

Underlying this recommendation is the belief that
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RECOMlVlENDATIONS

the public is better served by a system requiring
that multiple perspectives be considered within a
single agency, rather than promoting a distinct
advocacy role for each agency. This reform is
not an attempt to diminish the many legitimate
perspectives in the system, such as that of the
environmentalist, the conservationist, the public
health guardian, or the business proponent. In
stead, aU of those perspectives would be serious
ly weighed in the new two-agency system.

This recommendation also responds to problems
relating to customer service, fragmentation and
specialization, and planning and coordination. It
reflects the position that the burden should be on
the state environmental services system to pro
vide a coordinated response to citizens, business
es, local government units, and other organiza
tions seeking to comply with state law.

Under this reform, the customer should be able
to conduct most environmental business with
only one or two state agencies, instead of nu
merous ones. The state will continue to use the
same environmental standards and regulations;
but rather than the custorper submitting paper
work to multiple agencies, employees within
only two agencies, the DEP and the DRM, will
be required to coordinate their reviews.

Department of
Environmental Protection

This new department would assume and expand
the responsibilities of the Minnesota Pollution
Control Agency (PCA). Its staff would perform
the service and regulatory functions necessary to
protect and improve the quality of the state's air,
land, and water, thus promoting both human
health and a healthy environment.
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Incorporating a public health focus into the
DEP's mission is critical, because the DEP
would assume some of the responsibilities now
carried out by the Department of Health's Divi
sion of Fnvironmental Health. It is appropriate
that much of the work now performed by the
PCA in protecting the quality of the air, water,
and land have public health as a philosophical
underpinning.

In a dramatic change, the Division of Waters in
the Department of Natural Resources would be
transferred to this new department to consolidate
water regulatory functions in one agency. The
rationale for this change is: 1) it would clearly
define DEP's role as one ofprotection, while the
DRM would be :focused on the use of resources;
2) consolidating water permits into one agency
should provide better service to citizens by
enabling permits to be combined or coordinated;
and 3) it would bring state employees working
on water regulation into a single location, which
would foster better cooperation and communica
tion.

A second major change would be the transfer of
timber and mineral regulatory functions involv
ing environmental protection to the DEP from
the current Department of Natural Resources.

The new Department of Fnvironmental Protec
tion would have the following divisions: Waste,
Air Quality, Surface Water, Ground Water, En
vironmental Clean-up, Fnvironmental Review,
and Support Services. These divisions would
provide compliance assistance and would work
cooperatively with individuals, businesses, and
local government units to attain state environ
mental goals and meet environmental standards.
In addition, regulatory personnel would place
greater emphasis on administering the state's
laws in a manner.that is more understandable to
the affected parties and shows more flexibility
than exists in the present system. This can be

achieved, in part, through streamlined rules em
phasizing ambient or outcome standards and
well-defined and consistent enforcement proto
cols.

Given the concerns ofbusiness and local govern
ment units about bringing advocacy, technical
assistance, and regulatory functions into a single

.agency, CORE recognized the need to design the
internal DEP structure so that these customers
would have ready access to services. Compli
ance assistance in the form of grants, technical
assistance, and training' should be segregated
from regulatory functions, such as inspections,
permitting, and enforcement, so these functions
would be in separate sections within each of the
divisions. CORE emphasizes the need for both
service and regulatory sections within divisions
to have adequate resources.

Department of Resource Management

The Department of Resource Management
would contain many programs now in the DNR
and would have the following divisions: Fisher
ies and Wildlife, Minerals, Forestry, Recreation,
Enforcement, and Support Services.

Agencies affected by this proposal

Several agencies would be affected by this
recommendation:

• The DNR offices would be used as a base
for housing the divisions and top manage
ment of the new Department of Resource
Management. DNR employees would be
absorbed into the new DRM, and the name
Department of Natural Resources would no
longer exist.

• PCA offices would be used as a base for
housing divisions of the new Department of
Environmental Protection. PCA employees



would be absorbed into the new DEP, and
the name Pollution Control Agency would
no longer exist.

• The PCA Board would be eliminated and
its powers transferred to the DEP.

• The Office ofWaste Management would be
abolished and its programs and responsi-
bilities transferred to the DEP.

• The Board of Water and Soil Resources
(BWSR) would become the l..oca1 Govern-
ment Advisory Board on Environmental
Services and would advise the secretary of
the environment. The BWSR's programs
and statutory responsibilities would be
transferred to the DEP and the DRM.

• The Hannful Substances Compensation
Board would be eliminated and its program
and responsibilities transferred to the DEP.

• The Petroleum Tank Release Compensation
Board would be eliminated and its program
and responsibilities transferred to the DEP.

• Most functions in the Department of
Health's Division of Environmental Health
would be transferred to the DEP.

• The Department of Trade and Economic
Development's outdoor recreation grant
program would be transferred to the DRM.

• The Environmental Quality Board would be
abolished and its functions transferred to the
DEP.

9

Establish a secretary
of the environment

2. Establish a secretary of the environment
who would report to the governor and
oversee the programs, budgets, and ad
ministration ofenvironmentalpolicy ofthe
Departments of Resource Management
and Environmental Protection.

The secretary of the environment would be one
of eight secretaries reporting to the governor
under CORE's executive reorganization propos
al. Under the secretary of the environment
would be a deputy secretary ofresource manage
ment and a deputy secretary of environmental
protection; all three would be appointed by the
governor. Each deputy secretary would be the
chief operating officer of one of the environmen
tal agencies described in Recommendation 1 and
would be responsible for achieving the agency's
goals and objectives.

Creating a secretary of the environment is criti
cal because it would centralize accountability for
the overall performance of the environmental
services system. Strong leadership in this office
would set the direction for improvements in cus
tomer service and confli~t management. In addi
tion, the secretary could set the parameters for a
fair and understandable use of environmental
fees. The overly prescriptive approach to achiev
ing compliance with environmental regulation
and the systemic planning and coordination bar
riers evident in the current system would be ad
dressed by the secretary and his or her deputies.

The major duties of the secretary of the environ
ment would be:

• Comprehensive budget responsibility. The
secretary of the environment, in conjunction
with the governor, would be accountable
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•

•

•

•

for establishing policy priorities through the
budgeting process. While the secretary
would consult with the deputy secretaries of
Resource Management and Environmental
Protection about the budgetary needs of
programs, the secretary would make the fi
nal decisions on balancing the competing
interests of environmental use and protec
tion. The secretary could reassign programs
and program budgets between the agencies
as needed to address priorities and coordi
nation.

Service integration. The secretary would be
responsible for ensuring coordination
among the two departments to generate effi
ciency savings and improved customer
service.

Conflict management. The secretary would
resolve administrative, jurisdictional, opera
tional, program, and policy conflicts be
tween the two departments.

Mission development and strategic plan
ning. The secretary would have the highly
visible role of policy spokesperson for the
governor on environmental issues. The sec
retary would work with the two deputy sec
retaries to create an environmental vision
through strategic planning and mission
development for the two agencies. This
administrator would be accountable to the
governor and the legislature for achieving
the outcomes expressed in the mission
statement and for implementing the policies
and programs set by the legislature.

LegislaJion and rule development and im
plementation. The secretary would have
substantial control over policy through
coordinating legislation and overseeing rule
development .and implementation. The
secretary would review and approve all

legislative proposals with the governor and
would coordinate efforts to secure passage
of the proposals.

Decentralize employees and
expand regional services

3A. Deliver state services. on the basis of eco
regions and decentralize the state's envi
ronmental employees to the extent possi
ble. Co-located ecoregion offices would be
established and headed by regional DRM
and DEP directors, wlw would repol1 to
agency deputy secretaries. More operation
al decisions would be shifted to the region
al offices, including most permitting deci
sions. Major po1icy-moJdng decisions and
those decisions with statewide implications
would be made at the deputy secretary and
secretary levels.

This recommendation is designed to provide
better service. to citizens and to locate state
employees closer to the resources they are
managing and the entities they are regulating.

Ecoregions represent areas that are similar
throughout in climate, soils, geology, topogra
phy, vegetation types, and land use. Minnesota's
tremendous natural diversity has led scientists to
identify seven distinct regions in the state that
differ in environmental characteristics. Each of
these ecoregions has different industries and
resources, along with unique environmental
problems. (See the Minnesota ecoregion map in
Appendix A.)

In addition, the Twin Cities metropolitan area
would be designated as an eighth service deliv
ery unit called the urban ecoregion. Although the
metropolitan area lies within the hardwood forest
natural ecoregion, it is reasonable to place it in



a separate ecoregion. The Twin Cities area has
unique challenges and needs based on the high
level of development and heavy population
density, which necessitates a separate seIVice
delivery unit.

3B. Assign regional office location decisions to
a two-agency task force of the DRM and
the DEP that would make recommenda
tions to provide for regional offices within
aD ecoregions and would consult with
countygovenunents to solicit input on
county boundiJrks. The legislature should
set a deadline for completion ofthis work,
and the taskforce should include employ
ee representation from the ·agency pro
grams being merged into the DRM and
the DEP. Regional directors should be
authorized to rent stonfronts and buy or
lease used office equipment and furniture
in the cities selected to house the ecoregion
offices.

Four state agencies currently have staff with
environmental responsibilities based in regional
offices in 11 cities. Those locations should be
examined as part of the task force's study.
However, each ecoregion should have an office.
Three ecoregions do not now have regional
offices within their boundaries; they are the Red
River valley, the northern Minnesota wetlands,
and the driftless area.

Under CORE's recommendation, an office
would be located in each ecoregion and would
have appropriate staff to meet the needs of the
particularecoregion. To maximize administrative
efficiency, however, one DRM or DEP regional
director may serve as the chief administrator for
two ecoregions.

3C. Increase the authority of the regional
directors by assigning them primary re
sponsibility for the peifomumce of the
employees under their supelVision.
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This change is important to increase the effec
tiveness and impact of regional offices.

3D. The secretary, two deputy secretaries, and
other centraloffice managers should inter
pret state law andmake decisions with ma
jor statewide implications. Execution of
policy andprograms should be carried out
as close to the customer or citizen as possi
ble.

CORE supports an increase in the number of
pennitting decisions that are made in regional
offices. It is clear, however, that some permit
ting decisions also have the effect of policy
making. As a general rule, most pennits to
individuals and small businesses should be issued
by regional offices. Pennit requests from local
units of government and large businesses should
receive :final action in the central offices.

This policy would provide good customer ser
vice, efficient use of specialized expertise on
complex pennits, insulation of regional offices
from political pressures, and consistent and
effective administration of state law.

Encourage citizen input

4A. Create an environmental appeals advisory
board composed of nine citizens with
recognized environmentalexpertise and in
dependent, objectivejudgment. The gover
nor should appoint members to sel1le stag
gered tenns, and no governor should ap
point more than halfthe members during
his or her tenn. In making these appoint
ments, the governor should consider ex
pertise needed to carry out the Environ
mental Policy Act (Minnesota Statutes,
Chapter 116D). The board should focus
on policy conflicts between environmental
use and environmental protection, as re-
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quested by the secretary or a citizen. The
board slwuld decide whether to address or
reject a request so as to limit its workload.
The secretary slwuld make stoffavailable
as requested by the board to assist it.

Recommendations ofthe board slwuld be
sent to both the secretary and the legis,Ta
ture. The secretary slwuld justify in writ
ing any departure from the advisory
board's recommendations.

CORE wants to promote a conflict management

system that fairly considers the arguments of

competing interests and resolves disputes openly

and promptly. The new two-agency system

could be expected to promote the distillation of

controversies into conflicts between use and

protection of the environment. Both the DRM

and the DEP would naturally advocate for their

different perspectives. When disputes arise

between these two perspectives, the secretary,

before resolving the dispute, should seek the

advice of this citizen environmental. appeals

advisory board.

This conflict management system would not

affect and is different from the existing admin

istrative law system for resolving individual

contested cases involving agency administrative

decisions. The two forums can be distinguished

as follows:

The contested case process is fonnal and legalis

tic. An administrative law judge hears the facts

in dispute. The judge's authority is limited to the

finding of fact and the application of law to that

particular case. Thejudge does not determine the

appropriateness or desirability of the law or

investigate situations other than the one being

heard.

The citizen board would not be concerned with

the facts of an individual case and would not

make recommendations on specific cases. It

would consider whether a law or policy is

appropriate, desirable, or necessary, and it

would judge from many perspectives and for

many possible situations what balance of per
spectives promotes the general public interest. It

would do this in a less fonnal process and seek

broad policy applicability. Its mission would be

weighing values expressed in the Environmental.

Policy Act, rather than finding facts.

The two systems also are distinguished by

timing. As mentioned earlier, when faced with

a policy conflict between the deputy secretaries,

the secretary should seek the advice of the

citizen board before a decision is made on a

permit, environmental. review, or rule that would

incorporate the chosen policy. A contested case
hearing is available only after a decision has

been made. If the board becomes involved in

considering a policy that also arises during a

contested case hearing, its recommendations

could apply only to future administrative deci

sions, not to the case currently being reviewed.

The recommendations of the board would be

advisory, and the final decision would rest with

the secretary. However, the board's recommen

dations should be sent to both the secretary and

the legislature to ensure their careful consider

ation and to make the secretary accountable for

any decision that deviated from or rejected the

board's recommendations. The secretary should

be required to explain in writing the rationale for

departing from the board's recommendations.

While recommendations need to be based on an

appreciation and understanding of the scientific

and technical concerns underlying the conflicts,

the conflicts between the use of natural resources

and the protection and conservation of the envi

ronment are often less about science and more

about achieving a balance between economic and

environmental. values. Because the purpose of

the citizen board is to apply diverse perspectives



to consideration of the balance between econom
ics and environmental protection, the key qualifi
cations for service on the board should be a
demonstrated ability for thoughtful consideration
and analysis of public interest issues. Critical
skills are independentjudgment and the ability to
understand, appreciate, and reconcile diverse
demands in the public interest and consistent
with the policies set forth in the Environmental
Policy Act.

4B. Convert the Board of Water and Soil
Resources to a pennanent advisory board
to the secretary of the environment.
Change the BWSR's name to the Local
Government Advisory Board on Environ
mental Services.

The rationale for this recommendation is the
acknowledgment that local government units
have major responsibility for administering many
environmental laws and programs. To promote
an effective partnership with local governments,
the secretary would need to hear regularly from
them, since they are customers of state agencies
as well as service providers on the localleve1.
The current BWSR membership includes county
commissioners, soil and water conservation
district supervisors, watershed district representa
tives, and unaffiliated public members.

4C. Direct the secretary of environment to es
tablish regional environmental councils,
which would be convened by the regional
directors ofthe DEP andthe DRM. These
councils would allow the agency adminis
trators to stay in touch with the concerns
ofcitizens qndconstituency groups in each
region, to gauge the effectiveness of ser
vice delivery, and to develop and evaluate
programs.

This recommendation reflects CORE's belief that
citizens must have good access to the state's
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environmental services system and should have
input on issue identification, customer service,
and program development and implementation.
Regional councils would reduce conflict by pro
viding early identification of concerns and quick
involvement of affected parties in developing
remedies. These citizen councils would be in a
good position to suggest how a new program
could be effectively implemented for the region
and how to improve delivery of programs for
that region.

Streamline processes

The effective operation of the environmental
serviceS system depends in large part on the
procedures, processes, and approaches used to
implement state policies. Following are several
recommendations for improving and streamlining
compliance processes that should make the
system more efficient for its customers and more
effective at protecting the quality of Minnesota's
environment.

SA. Improve the command-and-control ap
proach by standardi:dng the process of
delegating programs to local government
and the enforcement tools available in all
programs to achieve compliance.

Such standardization would promote clear under
standing of responsibilities and consequences for
noncompliance. This reform would give agencies
an array oftools, so that they could use the most
effective one for a given situation. It also would
clarify the enforcement process for both the
regulators and the regulated parties, making it
more understandable and equitable, especially for
holders of multiple permits.

SB. Implement a variety ofrefonns in environ
mental roles that would increase flexibility
anddecrease the costs ofcompliance while
maintaining environmental protection.
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• Create a unifonn environmental code
that bases compliance requirements on
outcome measures.

• AOow regional directors to grant waiv
ers to roles.

• Focus the role scope to target the most
common haauds, rather than every
possible hazard.

• At least biennially, the secretary should
propose lists of roles that should be
repealed because they are obsolete or
unnecessary.

• Provide more scrutiny andjustification
for roles that exceedfederal standards.

sc. Develop aJtemotive approaches to achiev
ing environmental compliance, including
the exploration of market incentives,

broaderpublicaccountability mechanisms,
and expanded training and technical
assistance.

and-eontrol system are fuctors that will
:fucilitate the transition to using market
approaches.

2. Use the marketplace to eriforce environ
mentally desirable choices by developing
mechonisms for uting the news media to
provide iriformation to conswners about

products and violators.

3. Focus on pollution prevention by allocating
more stqff to training and technical assis
tance.

Reduce intergovernmental
complexity

6. Establish a process for clarifying and
simplifying intergovernmental relations in
the delivery ofan environmental services.

The following steps should be part of this· pr0

cess for reducing government complexity at the

substate level.

CORE sees an advantage in creating a mix of

approaches to achieving environmental compli

ance in the state. The following actions would
Create this mix:

1. Analyze the applicability of market ap

proaches, such as a pollution charge sys
tem, fees and taxes, and marketable per
mits. Market approoches are needed tools
for achieving environmental compliance.

How and when they can be implemented

should be part of the analysis that agencies
use to determine how to achieve environ

mental compliance. Increased awareness of

the importance of the environment, accep

tance of environmental constraints, and
recognition of the limits of the comrnand-

• Ecoregions should be the focus and orga
nizing principle for the delivery ofenviron
mental services by.both the state and local
governments. The boundaries of ecoregions
should be adjusted for county boundaries
and established by a task force consisting of
representatives from the new state depart

ments and local governments.

Minnesota is complex. ecologically and
governmentally. Environmental and natural

resourceproblems do not recognize political

borders and are not conveniently compart
mentalized.

CORE believes government complexity
should be simplified to reduce both costs



iii,

and confusion for the citizen. All counties
in an ecoregion would share similar envi
ronmental concerns and natural resources;
therefore, planning and service resources
should be maximized by being shared or
coordinated across an ecoregion organiza
tion created by local governments.

Because the boundaries between ecoregions
are in many cases indistinct, political and
natural boundaries can be adjusted to coin
cide. A team of professionals from the two
state environmental departments and repre
sentatives from local government should
serve on a task: force to designate the
boundaries. The task: force would balance
the need to have regions that are environ
mentally similar with the need to create
regions that are easily identifiable and
convenient for citizens.

• The existing local water planning process
should be used both to examine service
overlap and duplication and to establish
needed regional interactions. Planning for
media other than water should follow and
be incorporated into the regional organiza
tional structure designed through water
planning.

Many of the environmental special-purpose
governments deal with water. To establish
some order in the management of water by
local governments, the legislature passed in
1985 the ComprehensiveLocal Water Man
agement Act, which aims to encourage
counties to develop and implement a com
prehensive water plan and to coordinate
with contiguous counties and other local
units of government. The plans were to
address problems in the context of water
shed units and groundwater systems and to
be based on principles of hydrology, envi
ronmental protection, and efficient manage-
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ment. They also required a description of
land use and anticipated development.
Thus, the local planning process initiated a
process that required thinking about interre
lationships and beyond isolated political
boundaries.

Because the process already has sparked a
shift in thinking beyond borders and a focus
on interrelationships of natural resources,
CORE believes the process fits well with its
recommendation to use ecoregions as an
organizing focus. The water planning pro
cess can be used to identify ways in which
planning and service delivery can be con
ducted and coordinated for all environmen
tal media.

For the process to achieve the goal of
reducing intergovernmental complexity,
local water planning should be made a
requiTed responsibility of counties so all
counties actively participate. A requirement
of the planning process would be to identify
and clarify government roles in implement
ing the plan. The plan would describe areas
of overlap, duplication, or obsolescence in
water management and address how they
would be simplified.

• Regional orgailizational stlUCtUres that
address regionwide environmental issues
should be designed and implemented by the
counties; the state should hold counties
acCOW1table so that the outcome ofplanning
addresses ecoregion and statewide needs.
The counties should have flexibility in
designing regional organizations; the state
should have the ability to ensure that the
plans are completed and the regional man
agement structures implemented.

CORE believes that a regional management
structure is needed to ensure compatibility,
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consistency, and cooperation in planning
and the delivery of environmental services
by counties. Such a regional management
structure already exists in the Twin Cities
area and is consistent with the proposed
urban ecoregion; therefore, CORE recom
mends that the Metropolitan Council be
authorized to oversee planning and effect
coordination and consideration of ecore
gional planning and service delivery in the
metropolitan area.

Because of the diversity of existing inteI3C
tions between local governments in other
parts of the state, CORE recommends that
the actual design of ecoregion organization
structures be crafted by the affected govern
ment units. The local water planning pro
cess will promote the evolution of such an
ecoregion organization, but the nature of
the relationships and responsibilities may
well be different from ecoregion to
ecoregion. Such flexibility for local units of
government is a principle CORE has advo
cated throughout its recommendations.



S
tate government spends approXimately
$300 million a year on protecting
Minnesota's environment and managing

its natural resources. In FY 1992, six agencies
spent that amount from all funds available,
including state appropriations, federal funds, and
user fees.

More than 60 percent of the expenditures are
made by the state's largest environmental agen
cy, the Department of Natural Resources, which
also has the largest number of employees in the
system. The DNR had 2,606 of the 3,646
environmental services employees in FY 1992.

CORE sought to design an environmental servic
es system with two primary goals: safeguarding
the environment and providing better service to
the citizens ofMinnesota. As a result, its recom
mendations place a priority on improving the
efficiency and effectiveness of the system.

The recommendations that advocate structural
and procedural streamlining should result in
better customer service and some cost savings.
CORE's proposed spending reductions would
occur as a result of administrative efficiencies.
No proposed immediate program cuts are made
in the CORE recommendations.

Cost savings

The net annual savings for CORE's package of
environmental reforms are projected to be
$1,636,000, which translates into $3,272,000 in
savings over a two-year period. (See the fiscal
chart in Appendix B.)

These savings would be achieved through the
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FISCAL ANALYSIS

permanent reduction of 36 positions, including
executive managers and administrative and
technical support personnel. The annual savings
for this cut would be $1,836,000. Such reduc
tions would be possible because the two-agency
delivery system would be more administratively
efficient than the current fragmented system. It
is also expected that office space costs would be
reduced by $250,000 a year when about 250
employees are transferred to regional offices
located in space leased for less money than
would be required in the metropolitan area.
Total annual savings from these two areas would
be $2,086,000.

While $450,000 a year in new funding would be
needed to support a secretary of the environment
and his or her seven-member staff, the net
annual savings would be $1,636,000.

One-time transition costs
and pay-back period

Implementation of these recommendations would
involve a one-time transition cost of $3,469,400.
About $2 million wo¢d be spent on relocating
personnel to ecoregion offices outside the Twin
Cities area and consolidating other staff to the
two new agencies' central offices. Other start-up
costs include moving equipment, changing the
names of the agencies on signs, buildings, vehi
cles, and uniforms, and opening three ecoregion
offices in areas currently underserved.

Based on the annual savings projected, the one
time transition costs would be recovered through
savings achieved in slightly more than two years
of ongoing operations.
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Potential future savings

These projected savings are minimums. CORE
expects that more savings would be identified by
the secretary of the environment once all envi
ronmental services functions were consolidated
into two agencies. Future savings should develop
after the secretary and top managers closely
scrutinize the administration of all environmental
programs.

Benefits to
Minnesota's economy

The CORE refonns should also generate signifi
cant savings for Minnesota's overall economy
from the reduction of unnecessary regulatory
burdens that would be accomplished by:

• Streamlining ndes. Creating a unifonn
environmental code that is outcome-based,
focusing roles on environmental risk, allow
ing waivers, and repealing obsolete roles
would increase flexibility and decrease costs
of compliance while maintaining environ
mental protection.

• Promoting pollution prevention. Providing
more training and technical assistance would
offer the chance for reduced economic and
environmental liability.

• Encouraging alternative approaches. Using
market and consumer incentives would allow
environmental goals to be met without costly
bureaucracy.

• Expanding regional offices. Making it easier
to get decisions and assistance from regional
offices around Minnesota would help cus
tomers save time and money.



T he state's environmental services system
affects the lives of f?»ery Minnesotan.
Many If?>>els of government share re

sponsibility for managing, using, and protecting
Minnesota's environment and natural resources.
These responsibilities have grown over time, and
the balance of demands for use and protection
has also changed. New uses for natural resources
have been found, and new threats to human
health and environmental stability have emerged.
Government has expanded to meet both of these
challenges.

Reforms have been made periodically over the
years to respond to changing demands and to
promote integrated approaches to environmental
management. The fragmentation and compart
mentalization present in the current environmen-
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CONCLUSION

tal system and the resulting citizen confusion
demonstrate that a new period of reform is
needed. The system has been largely successful
in implementing sound, and many times innova
tive, environmental protection and natural re
source management policies; howf?»er, it would
benefit from a reduction in cumbersome process
es and confusing organizational structures.

CORE's recommendations would enhance Min
nesota's existing strong environmental services
system, make it easier for the citizens who use
and enjoy the state's environment and natural
resources to actively participate in its protection,
and equip the state to deal with the demand for
an environmentally sustainable future.
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APPENDIX A

Minnesota Counties and Ecoregions

Northern
Glaciated Plains

Northern Minnesota
Wetlands

Northern Lakes
and Forest

North Central
Hardwood Forest

Western Corn belt
Plains
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APPENDIXB

Annual Annual One-TIme
Activity Savings Increase Transition

TWO-AGENCY CONSOLIDATION

Eliminate 36 POsitions ($1,836,000)

Move equipment $ 44,400

Change names $ 750,000

ESTABLISH OFFICE OF TIlE SECRETARY

Add eight positions $450,000

DECENTRAliZE 10 REGIONAL OFFICES

Move equipment $ 75,000

Relocate personnel $2,000,000

Set up three new offices $ 600,000

Space savings ($ 250,(00)

IOTAL ($2,086,000) $450,00 $3,469,400

Note: Net savings for five years: 5 ($2,086,000 - $450,(00) - $3,469,400 = $4,710,600.
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